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A Final Message from Auto-IT’s CEO
The future looks as bright as ever.

On the 31st of March 2014, I stepped aside
from my role as Chief Executive Officer of the
Auto-IT Group of Companies in order to take
on the role of Company Chairman.
As CEO I have been privileged to lead the
company since its inception in March 2000.
Much has happened in the intervening years.
•

•

•

We have well and truly cemented our
position as the number two dealer system
supplier in the Australia and New Zealand
marketplaces.
We have significant numbers of clients
in eight countries and have gained a
well-deserved international reputation.
Globally, there are now more than 24,000
licensed users of our dealer software.
We continue to grow in Australia and new
Zealand at a faster rate than any of our
competitors.

The reasons for our success
are threefold.

“We have striven to build a culture where our staff
and our customers are treated with equal respect.”

We have a multicultural
pool of loyal and talented
staff, constantly aiming to deliver above and
beyond our customers’ expectations. We have
striven to build a culture where our staff and
our customers are treated with equal respect.
We have done our best to foster a perception
in the marketplace that Auto-IT is a company
whose reputation is important to it.
None of these principles will change under
the new management however the market is
a vastly different place to where it was in the
year 2000 and the time has come for Auto-IT
to make significant investments in its future.

auto-it.com.au

Auto-IT’s new Chief Executive Officer is Wayne
Rushworth - our Chief Operating Officer for
the last nine years. Before joining Auto-IT
Wayne was a member of the executive group
of ESANDA Finance and prior to that he held
several senior positions within ANZ banking

group. I have every confidence that Wayne
will continue to steer the company to even
greater heights in the years ahead.
Finally, I would like to extend my grateful
thanks to our wonderful staff who have
supported me with loyalty and enthusiasm
over the past fourteen years, and also to our
valued customers and business associates
without whose feedback and encouragement
we wouldn’t have a company at all.
Ken Fife
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Media Release
New Appointments Announced
Specialist dealer management systems company, Auto-IT, has announced changes in its top management structure as the company repositions itself for future growth in Australian and international markets.
Ken Fife has relinquished the role of Chief Executive Officer to become Chairman of the Board. Michael Damianos will move from the position of Chairman to a non-executive position on the Board.
Mr Fife was the driving force behind the growth of the business and its success in achieving the
number-two market position in Australia and New Zealand.
Formerly the Chief Operating Officer with the company, Wayne Rushworth has taken over the role of
Chief Executive Officer. Mr Rushworth has been with Auto-IT for the past nine years and previously
held a number of senior positions with the ANZ Banking Group Limited.
Mr Rushworth said the company had experienced considerable market growth in the past five years
in a difficult economic climate. He said this change and other senior management changes to follow
would position the company for further growth and development, with a focus on three key areas.
“We are in a solid market position as the number two Dealer System Provider in Australia and New
Zealand and will use these management changes to capitalise on opportunities and build upon our
previous success. We will be focusing on development of new technologies and to build upon the
success of our mobile applications, which are currently in pilot phase,” Mr Rushworth said.
“We will place more emphasis on the customer experience with tools to better manage the client
interface and transparency. Added capabilities will also enable us to expand our market share globally.”
Auto-IT markets specialist Dealer Management Software systems that run retail dealerships in the
automotive, trucking, agriculture and construction equipment industries.
Auto-IT operates from its head office in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Kuala Lumpur
and New Zealand and channel partners in South Africa. The company is the No. 1 Dealer System
Provider (DSP) in Australia and New Zealand in the agricultural market and the No. 2 DSP in the
automotive market. Auto-IT has a staff of over 100 people and more than 24,000 licensed users.
Ends
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Web Showroom
An Interview with Tony Groves
Dealer Principal - Mornington Mazda

How long have you been an Auto-IT client?
Auto-IT and Mornington Mazda have been partners for
close to 20 years.
How has Web Showroom changed your dealership?
We needed to formalise our processes. Web Showroom
gave a backbone to what we did. Always had the original
sales log on the desk. It was a good process, it was fool
proof, but we wanted something that moved a little more
into this generation that suited our style.

to can be difficult. We had our area rep, Andrew, come
down and just found it really easy. It was literally a three
or four hour process. The guys were then running with
it - we piloted the program and every day I had a session
at the end of the day.
We had a list of things that could be improved and the
great thing was usually with a quick email to Andrew,
Mark and Wes, the system was loaded up and the next
day it was running.
We got to evaluate it live, real-time, doing deals on the
showroom floor, valuing cars, looking at our KPIs and it
was really good. In fact, I think they feel a bit of ownership
at the end of it, they feel as though they’ve helped build
it, they feel as though it’s part of the way we speak.
“I can rest assured then that everything’s been
captured on the showroom floor, nothing’s been
missed and I can dial in remotely and look at it
from anywhere.”

Web Showroom has been fantastic. We capture
everything from prospects to deals and I think once its
complemented with Auto-IT’s other suite of products,
it just means it’s fool-proof. I can rest assured then that
everything’s been captured on the showroom floor,
nothing’s been missed and I can dial in remotely and look
at it from anywhere.

We haven’t had to change any other sales processes that
we do. This compliments what we already did. They took
to it like ducks to water!

How does management use Web Showroom?

Would you recommend Auto-IT to another dealer?

We run it on an iPad mini for the Sales Manager and it’s
basically our appraisal tool. It’s all we run on that, so it
slips inside his suit pocket, we put a weatherproof cover
on it and we take that outside to value our cars. Again,
it’s just efficiency.

To anyone who wasn’t with Auto-IT, I’ve worked with
other dealer management systems before - I think get on
board now. Without selling the product to everybody…
well I suppose I have to, it’s a good product!

We can be out valuing a car, we take a series of photographs
which we can always recall again to work out what car
we’re going to wholesale or what we’re going to keep.
We have a review system every week where we review
those cars that are coming into stock and delivery and we
can recall it. We’re not guessing. It’s paramount. If you’ve
got Web Showroom, then you have to have Appraisor,
they just go hand in hand. Great products.
How was the implementation process?
Trying to implement something with technology that has
different functions or interfaces that the guys aren’t used
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New Factory Interfaces
Auto-IT continues to develop and enhance factory and
third-party interfaces - many of which can help make
your business more efficient and effective. Don’t miss
out on giving your business a competitive edge.
To find out more about how these interfaces can benefit
your business and to request installation please contact
your Business Relationship Manager.
•
•
•
•

BMW / MINI / Motorbike Parts Locator (ready for
pilot)
BMW Connected Drive (upcoming)
Ford SIDO/Model Code upgrade to NSC/Entity Code
(being deployed)
Ford UDB Project (certified – awaiting Ford schedule

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for deployment)
Honda Parts/Service Extracts (deployed)
Hyundai Parts Invoice Extract (in pilot)
Hyundai Parts Activity Extract (in pilot)
Hyundai Workshop Automation (in pilot)
Kia Parts/Service Extract (deployed)
Mazda Reservations (in pilot)
Mazda Service Select Job Codes (in development)
PACCAR ServiceGate (upcoming)
PareX and EdiX Parts Locators (deployment
continuing)
Renault Vehicle/Parts/Service extract (upcoming)
Subaru Capped Price Service (deployed)
Volkswagen Service Job Codes (in pilot)
Volkswagen AutoParts (upcoming)

Tech Tips

Backup Resolution
It’s a new financial year and many of you have
made NFY resolutions. But how many have
made a resolution to ensure your day-to-day
operations will resume quickly in the event of
a disaster?
Because businesses today rely heavily on IT
infrastructure, they need to make sure their data
is protected and their business has the ability
to recover valuable data and continue operating under
adverse conditions.
No one likes to imagine disaster striking, but business
owners must have a plan in place to ensure their
business can resume operations in the event of a
disaster, whether a natural disaster, a simple power
failure or a virus that takes down their systems. This is
where business continuity plans and disaster recovery
plans come into play.

All organizations ideally should have some sort of
disaster recovery plan. This may be as simple as having
a back-up of key information at a third-party’s premises
such as home, a friend etc. For larger organizations,
more complex recovery plans will probably be required.
It should be pointed out that even for small companies
and individuals working from home, they should copy
critical information and store it perhaps with a friend or
similar. Keeping a copy at home or on site can be useful
but in the event of a fire or flood, it can be destroyed.
Time to re-think. “Do it or Lose it”.
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Have your Say!
Client Survey Results

During May, Auto-IT undertook a survey of the users of
all of its current Dealer Management products – PMDS®,
UNITS®, EQUIP® and PACE2000. Over 1,000 users were
invited to participate and we received a healthy level of
response.
We value your insights and are in the process of actioning
the feedback we have received to date. The users who
responded came from a variety of functions within the
dealership:
•
•
•
•
•

24% of you were Dealer Principals or executives
12% were from parts
17% from service functions
43% from finance and administration roles
4% were from sales functions

Clearly, the sales users are too busy selling to respond
to our survey. Perhaps we just don’t have enough email
addresses for people in Sales functions across the
dealerships we support. If you want to have your say
please contact your Business Relationship Manager or

your Support Team, provide your email address, and let
them know you want to have your say!
So what did our customers say? Well 71% agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement “I recommend my
Dealer Management System”. An impressive 84% said
their DMS met their needs and 74% agreed Auto IT was
a great partner.
Thank you for this feedback, it is encouraging but there
is still plenty of room for improvement. What were the
key areas for improvement? Our lowest (but still positive
scores) were around providing a forum to listen to your
needs. This is high on our agenda and we plan User Group
forums for later this year as well as regular surveying and
feedback processes. You also said we need to improve
our documentation – manuals, help screens and release
notes are now all under review.
Once again, make sure you have your say and help shape
the Dealer Management System you use. Contact your
support desk and ask us to record your email address for
our next survey.
Congratulations go to Ron from Mercedes Benz Ballarat
on being the incentive prize winner in the Auto-IT Client
Survey. We have arranged for a $150 Visa Gift Card to be
sent to you care of Mercedes Benz, Ballarat.

New Website
The new Auto-IT Website is on the
way and promises to deliver a cleaner
look and feel, with greater emphasis
on useful, practical information for
our clients and those interested in
becoming clients.
Importantly, the site will be fully
responsive by design, meaning it
will work just as well on a PC, tablet
or smart phone. Its extensible
architecture will also allow us greater
flexibility to deliver online services like training and
support services. Look out for it soon!
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AADA Convention 2014
The AADA convention evolved this year to include an
insightful analysis and discussion on the automotive
industry’s most important and current topics. Issues
that could impact dealers’ businesses that are being
thrashed out by the government and the new Australian
Automotive Dealers Association include:

The new AADA has a new Board comprised of prominent
dealers in our industry including Martin Ward, Hillar Puvi,
Lou DiVirgilio, Geoff Pickering, etc. and lead by Patrick
Tessier (CEO) and Ian Fields (Chairman). You can read
more about these key issues and their current status at
www.aada.asn.au.

Auto-IT Business Development Manager, Nigel Gates, mans the Auto-IT stand at this year’s AADA Convention.

•
•
•
•
•

Used Car Import Debate
New Franchise Code of Conduct due to commence
on January 1st, 2015
Tax System Review underway and in particular the
Luxury Car Tax debate
ASIC Enquiry on Automotive Finance
Right to Repair debate

Other highlights included an opening address by
Veronica Johns, President & CEO of Fiat Chrysler Group
and the closing address by the Hon. John Howard OM
AC SSI. Veronica spoke about the importance of people
management and in particular Gen Ys and how Fiat
Chrysler Group are successfully getting the most from
this group of staff whilst John gave us insights on the
current mechanics of politics and his leadership values.
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AADA Convention 2014 continued
Auto-IT showcased a number of our
latest mobile apps including our most
recent development app - Vehicle
Appraiser.
All in all the AADA convention provided
a welcome break for delegates
to consider how to improve their
business instead of being constantly
in the daily grind. It also provided
debate on key industry issues, time
to network and share ideas with
other dealers and prominent people
in our industry, learn new ideas and
re-energise listening to some terrific
motivational speakers.
Auto-IT sponsored the AADA
convention, including the luncheon Auto-IT’s National Sales & Marketing Director, Aaran Newman, opens the Auto-IT
on day one, which was held on the Luncheon on the first day of the convention.
Gold Coast at the Royal Pines Resort
We are looking forward to supporting the AADA
between the 10th and 12th of July.
Convention in 2015, adding value to the key issues in
Special congratulations go to Ernst Lieb from Motorworld
the industry and certainly encourage dealers to invest in
Australia, winner of Auto-IT’s GoPro Hero 3+ Black Edition
the new Australian Automotive Dealer Association as it
prize giveaway and also to Andrew Soligo from Berwick
works to provide a voice for Automotive Dealers.
Mazda, winner of Auto-IT’s Bowers & Wilkins A5 Wireless
Music System prize giveaway.

Winners are Grinners!
Auto-IT gave away some pretty cool prizes this year,
including a top of the range GoPro Hero 3+ Black Edition
action camera, plus an audiophile-grade Bowers and
Wilkins A5 wireless music system.
Our lucky winners were Andrew Soligo from Berwick
Mazda (B&W A5) and Ernst Lieb from Motorworld
Australia (GoPro Hero).
Keep an eye out at next year’s AADA for more exciting
prizes from Auto-IT!

Andrew Soligo from Berwick
Mazda and his new B&W A5.
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Recent Additions to our Team
And the talent keeps on coming, as we proudly
welcome some more highly-skilled and experienced
people to the Auto-IT family!
Goran Botiki

Recently joining the Auto-IT team, Goran joins the Sydney
team as a Support Consultant for PMDS®. He finished
his Bachelor’s Degree in IT in Croatia in 2003 and has
progressed his career in IT ever since. Goran has worked
in both Croatia and the United States and in the last three
years has worked with IT support in Sydney. He enjoys
all sports and is looking forward to the challenges ahead
with Auto-IT.

Kym Enberg

Kym joins the Auto-IT
team as a Showroom
Consultant. She started in
the automotive industry
in 1994 as an assistant
stock controller at Penfold
Holden before moving onto
John Blair Honda, where
she performed a number
of admin roles including accounts receivables, deal
processing as well as the fill in role for stock control.
In 2003 she worked for Pentana as one of the few to look
after ERAnet on the helpdesk when it was first rolled
out. She also worked as a Vehicle Product Manager and
a Project Coordinator before moving to AP Eagers as a
CRM Analyst and Coordinator - requiring a move from
Melbourne to Brisbane.
After two years, Kym decided that she and her partner
missed family and friends too much and made the difficult
decision to move back to Melbourne. Kym and her partner
have two German Shepherds that they like to call their
children and love to go camping and four wheel driving.
She is also a member of the Melbourne Victory Football
Club and tries to go to as many matches as possible.

Seamus Garrivan

Joining Auto-IT as an
Installations and Support
Consultant, Seamus started
in the industry back in
1987 on the spanners as an
apprentice motor mechanic
at Ripponlea Mitsubishi.
He qualified as a Master
Technician before moving on
to become a Service Advisor using the PACE2000 system
and then working as Assistant Service Manager on the
UNITS® system.
In 2004 Seamus ventured overseas to travel and work
where he started in Scotland at a professional soccer club
as Bar/Restaurant Manager before moving to Edinburgh
were he worked at a Peugeot dealership for almost two
years in Service management. Returning to Melbourne,
he ran his own Jim’s Mowing business for seven years.
Moving back into the automotive industry in December
with Auto-IT, he’s hoping not to cut anyone’s grass
ever again! When not working you’ll normally find him
watching just about any type of sport or playing golf.

Bronwyn Goldsmith

Bronwyn joins the Sydney
office as one of our new
receptionists. She started in
the motor industry in 1970
as a spare parts driver. She
subsequently
progressed
into sales and later moved
into service, finance and
administration - getting an
education in all facets of the retail motor industry.
Bronwyn left the industry two and a half years ago and did
contract work for the NSW Police Department, preparing
vehicles for the force. She has worked with many different
computer systems over the years and looks forward to the
challenges ahead with Auto-IT.
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Christine Newman

Michelle Weekes

Chris now shares the role with Bronwyn and loves the
job and people at Auto-IT. Before Auto-IT, Chris worked
part-time for five years as a Receptionist/Accounts Admin
for Brookair A/C. Prior to that, she worked as a Secretary/
Accounts Admin for ENERTEC Air Conditioning for five
years. With two grown children and six grandchildren she
also loves her netball. Chris still plays and coaches as well
as running a couple of local netball clubs.

She has also managed local teams of level 2, 3 and 4
support as well as remote teams in Japan and China. In
Michelle’s spare time she enjoys spending time with family
and friends and playing competitively in lawn bowls.

Christine has been with
Auto-IT since August 2012
and joined the Sydney office
as a receptionist. Chris
was working almost fulltime whilst Houda was on
maternity leave and parttime when Houda returned
for a short time.

FAQ

How to View the
PMDS® Email Log

We welcome Michelle
as Sydney’s new PMDS®
Support Manager. Holding a
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Computer Science), submajoring in Management
from
the
University
of
Technology
Sydney
(UTS), she brings her vast
knowledge and experience to the role. Michelle’s most
significant prior role was with Symantec where she started
as a Support Engineer, later moving into the Support
Management working in the area of data protection.

Select an option to view the log, in this case ‘To Screen’,
so select option 1 and press Enter.

Viewing the PMDS® e-mail log can be useful when
trouble shooting failed or bounced e-mails, SMS’s
plus whether it’s caused by PMDS® or the provider, or
maybe if you require more SMS credits.
Set up a ‘jump’ to the function F.1240 or alternatively,
make the following selections. From the top menu select
1, then option 5, then option 6, then option 5, which
brings you into Email Control.

Select ‘n’ (which will also show errors) and press Enter.
The log will then display.

Select option 2 - Email Log.
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FAQ

Troubleshooting Printer Issues (without a sledgehammer)

Due to enhanced routines that have
been set in place over time, the need
for Printer Maintenance within PMDS®
should now be minimal.
Accordingly, with the previous release
of PMDS® version R5.7, the Printer
Maintenance functionality was renamed
to Display Printer Status.
Print Queue Assignments and System
Printer
Configuration
functionality
remains as in previous versions, however
there may be some need to contact the
PMDS® Support Team for assistance if a
Printer is not functioning correctly.
•

Basic Steps to Diagnose Printer Issues
Please ensure that you have (as a minimum) checked the
following prior to contacting the PMDS® Support team.
Completing these steps will make the diagnostic process
accurate, and more efficient.
•

•
•

•

Check that the printer has power and that all lights
are displaying correctly (consult the Printer Manual
for the appropriate light display configuration). The
lights or LCD screen should indicate that the printer
is online and ready.
Ensure that the printer has paper, the paper is
correctly aligned & that there is no paper jammed in
the rollers or print mechanism.
Check that all cabling is secure in the printer sockets
- sometimes a cable can become dislodged and
become disconnected from the network. A good
tip is to unplug the data cable and then reconnect
ensuring that the connection is secure.
Some Printers have an LCD screen that will display
the printer status/configuration – look for error
messages on this screen and consult your manual

•
•

for error message & troubleshooting techniques.
If the IP address for the printer is known, confirmed
that the printer can be contacted on the network.
In other words run a test “ping” from the windows
command prompt.
Check to see if you have Internet connectivity. This
simple test may indicate if there are any network
issues inhibiting the printer from functioning.
Reset the printer and / or network print server.
This can normally be achieved by switching off the
printer and disconnecting the power to the print
server, then switching the printer back on and reconnecting the power to the printer server.

Tips
Place the Printer Manual in a prominent position near
the printer for quick reference.
Familiarise yourself with the printer and the menu
to assist with support troubleshooting tasks. E.g. The
support team may ask for a printer configuration print
out or confirmation of printer settings.
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Retro Computing
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